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Abstract
Objectives: This is a review of the methods of assisted reproduction, in vivo and in vitro fertilization, and its applications. Methods:
The aforementioned information was compiled through a review of the literature on articles, books and periodicals about Intrauterine
Transfer (IT), In Vitro Fertilization (IVF), Intracytoplasmic Injection (ICSI), Gamete Intrafallopian Transfer (GIFT), and ZygoteIntrafallopian
Transfer (ZIFT). Results: The exacerbated use of these techniques brought peculiar attention on the subject although population
was discordant about its use. This formed non-veridical opinions regarding the process. Manipulation of these therapies has been
controlled and enacted by laws, legislations, and resolutions by each country politics, yet these techniques are well sought and present
satisfactory results. Conclusions: Assisted human reproduction gives hope and brings greater understanding and confidence to
those who are facing problems to build a family. The search for specialized clinics has become more frequent for those who wish to
have children and are not limited to this, it has the possibility to deviate from hereditary genetic problems, since it contributes as an
improvement in the health of a new generation.
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Introduction
Assisted human reproduction (AHR) represents a group of advanced technologies manipulated for the procreation of
humans. The first technique developed was artificial insemination in vivo, followed by in vitro fertilization, which brought
good results, such as the birth of the first test-tube baby in England, Louise Brown, in 1978 and in Brazil, Anna Paula
Caldeira, in 1984. These and other AHR techniques were developed with the purpose of solving inherited and acquired
reproductive problems, in peculiar cases of the gender involved such as infertility and sterility, gestation in same sex
couples, and in cases that allow the generation of children without complications of diseases, genetic malformations,
and chronic diseases.1
The specificities and sensitivities of the various methods demonstrate the numerous successful technological advances
in the field. However, the AHR technique has brought many controversial issues, due to its actions of competence and
legality. Even with the regulation that exists today in Brazil, which regulates which professions are qualified to act in the
area and to who is the competence of each in each method, there is still a lot of misinformation about it. This creates
prejudice and inhibits a wider use of AHR by the population.
In this context, the need for greater clarification of the techniques, procedures, legal issues, necessities, limitations
and applicability of the AHR for health professionals and for the general population as proposed by this project arises.
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In order to discuss and contribute to the clarification of these questions, the present study deals with an analysis of the
various methods used in assisted reproduction, in vivo and in vitro fertilization, and its usefulness in medicine.

Material and methods
This study was developed through a review of the literature, with research of articles in scientific journals on the main
methodologies of in vitro fertilization. The search was conducted in the following databases: PubMed, Medlineand Science
Direct.Articles in Portuguese, English and Spanish were accepted for the preparation of the paper and they had to be
available in full text. There was no delimitation of the year for this review.

Results and discussion
Assisted Reproductive Techniques (ART)
Faced with the concern of cases of infertility, the solution of this dilemma was searched by medical, biological and
genetic professionals. The high cost of ART made it impossible for adults willing to have children to be carried out, so
the options that allowed them to wait for their arrival had huge queues or they had to choose to be part of that group
that opted for adoption. Today, the search for ART has become more frequent for couples who want to build a family
and do not get results through the natural mode of reproduction.Assisted reproduction is the process of joining the
technological practices with the intention of human procreation that suffers with problems that prevent the formation of a
gestation.The procedure is composed of techniques directed to each couples necessities: In Vivo Fertilization, Intrauterine
Insemination (II), In Vitro Fertilization (IVF), Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection (ICSI), Gametes IntrafallopianTransfer (GIFT),
Zygote IntrafallopianTransfer (ZIFT).2-4
An assisted reproductive technique can be classified as intracorporeal, when fertilization is performed inside the
woman’s body or as extracorporeal, when fertilization is manipulated in the laboratory and then introduced into the
woman’s uterine cavity. The technique is classified as homologous when using biological mate- rial of the couple and
heterologous when there is the use of gamete donations.5

Intrauterine Insemination (II)
Intrauterine Insemination, the first technique launched in ART, is considered less complex and at a more affordable
cost, defined as the introduction of male gametes into the uterine cavity, with the goal of in vivo fertilization, that is,
in a natural way.6,7 The method is requested in cases of women with endometriosis, dysfunction in ovulation, poor
quality of the cervical mucus, and homoaffectives, but the technique should be used if the fallopian tubes have perfect
conditions.Insemination can be performed in a homologous or heterologous way, when there is presence of hereditary
diseases and sterility.8,9
Initially, ovulation induction is necessary for oocyte retrieval. The application of hormones to induce an ovulation has
brought a high percentage of success in gestation, by allowing a greater formation of follicles, which leaves aside the use
of the technique in normal menstrual cycle. The ovulatory induction is performed with hormone dosage at the beginning
of the menstrual cycle, accompanied by ultrasonography that allows the visualization of the moment of ovulation, in this
way the selected spermatozoa will be inseminated. Although a greater number of follicular formation occurs, treatment
should be canceled when several follicles are formed, and a new cycle begins with a lower hormonal dosage.10
Collection of the masculine material is done by masturbation, preferably. Then, the selection of spermatozoa is
processed through selecting those with better motility and morphology. The possibility of a gestation can reach between
22% and 33%, after four attempts, this percentage suffers a decline and another technique will be recommended.10

In Vitro fertilization (IVF)
The in vitro method allows extracorporeal fertilization, as well as implantation of embryos derived from oocytes from
donors. This technique allows a greater percentage of effectiveness due to its manipulation, the formation of larger
amounts of oocytes, and the uterine implantation of fertilized embryos.5
The use of ovulation induction, the formation of zygotes and the amount of them that is transferred stand out in a
worrisome function, because it causes multiple pregnancy and hyperstimulation syndrome. In the debate, some authors
are in favor of reducing ovulation inducers dosage in order to avoid complications.11,12 Their indication is based on the final
diagnosis of the tests performed by the couple, in which the presence of tubal problems, endometriosis, and moderate
male problems are found. Initially, the biological material, both female and male, is received. The seminal fluid is used
after the passage of liquefaction,deposited in a tube for a seminal clearance, and centrifugation.This process allows the
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separation of the seminal fluid and the spermatozoa, those with the capacity to occur insemination in the oocytes are
selected, then, deposited in the same plate. Oocytes are observed under a microscope in a petri dish where they will be
identified according to their maturity. And then, deposited and incubated in exclusive culture medium for 2 to 3 hours
to receive the spermatozoa.13
After material incubation, fertilization is observed in about 19 hours. After 24 hours, cleavage can be seen, and
pre-embryos formationis visualized. Some studies say that the pre-embryos ready to be transferred are those with a
higher amount of blastomeres. In this method, pre-embryos with 8 or more blastomers are safer to use. The pre-embryos
can be used up to 120 days, totaling 10 cells, which depends on several cases. In the transfer, the amount of embryos
should be considered according to the determination by the CFM, avoiding complications.13

Intracytoplasmic sperm injection
Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injectionis used within IVF, where only one sperm is introduced into an oocyte. ICSI is the
best indication when the problem in the fertility is the man, or in cases when the IVF does not bring satisfactory results.
Although widely used today, ICSI does not ensure satisfactory results, its response can differentiate between 30% and
90% of correct answers. Although it is directed to problems in the semen or in the gamete, even so, the technique
brings a large number of cases with satisfactory answers.14-16
The procedure requires follicular aspiration. In this phase, the use of vaginal ultrasonography allows a greater view
of follicular uptake, then oocyte identification and classification are performed and placed in petri dish with specific
culture medium. The sperm preparation is performed with the separation and selection of good quality spermatozoa.
The next step is sperm injection into the oocyte, a phase that highlights high technology in fertility.14,15

Gametes Intrafallopian Transfer and ZygotesIntrafallopian Transfer (GIFT and ZIFT)
Although GIGT and Zift techniques were widely used in the past, they have been abandoned in clinical practice
nowadays. The GIFT technique is based on the introduction of the male and female material into the uterine tubes of the
carrier. Initially, ovulation and oocyte uptake must be manipulated. Spermatozoa are collected and prepared, selecting
those that are faster and with a good morphology. With the aid of a catheter, the material is transferred to the uterine
tubes. In the ZIFT technique, the procedure is equal to the GIFT technique.There is an induction and collection of eggs,
collection and seminal preparation. Then the material is placed on a plate to occur the fusion, which characterizes this
method as in vitro, then, the zygote is transferred to the uterine tubes. That is, GIFT and ZIFT are similar techniques
with difference in the fertilization process although both have in vivo, and in vitro parts.6,17

Conclusions
The objective of this paper was to analyze the different methods of assisted reproduction in order to explore informative
knowledge of contents that surround this dilemma, aiming that the subjects discussed in this paper can bring a relevance
to the academic population and society.
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